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UNITED STATES ---- PATENT OFFICE. 
JAMES F. FOLEY, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

MACHINE FOR BUNDLING OR COMIEPRESSING BROOM-CORN. 

No. 869,358. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 29, 1907. 
Application filed March 22, 1907, Serial No, 363,979, 

To all chon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JAMEs F. FoLEY, a citizen of the 

United States, residing at Chicago, in the county of 
Cook and State of Illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful improvements in Machines for Bundling or 
Compressing Broom-Corn and the ?ilke, of which the 
following is a specification. 
This invention relates to inachines for bundling or 

compressing broom corn and the like, and the primary 
object of the same is to provide an improved, simple 
and efficient machine of this character for bundling 
broom corn and the like and for compressing the saline 
to the desired (tensity. 
A further object is to provide improved means for 

coiu pressing the bundle substantially equal through 
out its entire length. 
A further object is to provide in proved means for 

applying pressure at intervals in roughout the length 
of the bundle and improved means whereby the pres 
sure at certain points may be increased without neces 
sarily increasing the pressure at the other points. 
To the attainment of these ends and the accomplish 

ment of other new and useful objects as will appear, 
the invention consists in features of novelty in the con 
striction, combination and arrangement of the several 
parts hereinafter nore fully described and claimed and 
shown in the accompanying drawings illustrating an 
excellplification of the invention, and in which ;- 

Figure E is a side elevation of an improved machine 
of this character constructed in accordance with the 
principles of this invention. Fig. 2 is a front elevation 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a top plan view of Fig. 2, showing 
one side of the frame lowered for the relanoval of the 
bundle or shock. Fig. 4 is a detailed sectional view on 
line 4-4 of Fig. 3. 

Ieretofore, in compressing broon corn int() bundles 
or shocks, considerable di?ticulty has been experienced 
in that when the shocks are placed into position to be 
compressed and the bundle is formed, the latter will be 
thicker or larger at a point intermediate its ends owing 
to the fact that the branches of the stalks are so located 
as to cause the body of the buncle to be larger when 
the ends are compressed. In order to overcome this 
objection and difficulty, this improvel machine has 
been provided for compressing the bundle substan 
tially equal throughout its length and to cause addi 
tional pressure to be exerted upon the enlarged or 
thickened portion without, necessarily increasing the 
pressure at the other points, so that when the bundle 
or shock is compressed and bound it will be of substan 
tially the same diameter or density throughout its en 
tire length. 

Referring more particularly to the drawings and in 
this exemplification of the invention, this improved 
machine comprises a suitable base 10 of any desired 
size and configuration, and extending upwardly from 

the corners thereof...are standards or uprights Il-12. 
These standards or uprights may be of any desired 
height, and secured across the upper ends thereof are 
cross-bars 13-14. 
Secured in any desired manner and extending across 

the base 10, and with their extremitics connected re 
spectively to the uprights or standards Il-12, are 
cross-bars 15–16 and these cross-bars are preferably lo 
cated a short distance above the base 10 and serve as 
supports for the members l7, which latter constitute 
the support for the ulaterial to be compressed. Any 
suitable number of these members 17 may be provided 
and are preferably spaced from each other. In this 
exemplification of the invention four of these members 
17 are employed, and each is preferably constructed 
of metal preferably of a channel formation, the extremi 
ties of which are open and flattened as at 1S. These 
members 17 are also preferably of a semi-circular for 
nation and are so arranged that the body portion there 
of will stand between the cross-bars 15-16 with the 
flattened portions LS resting respectively upon the up 
per faces of said bills, and these members inlay be held 
or secured in position in ally desired or suitable man 
ner, preferably by means of screws or nails 19 passing 
through the flattened portions IS and into the cross 
bars L5-16. 
Secured between the standards 11-12 adjacent one 

sicle of the base is a board or member 20 which is pref 
erably of a height to extend some distance above the ad 
jacent lanember 17, and the standards ll-12 above the 
board or member 20 are preferably provided with co 
operating channels or grooves 22 adapted to receive the 
ends of suitable boards or members 23 (shown in dotted 
lines in Fig. 1) which extend between the standards or 
uprights and form a closure for the side of the frame. 
Pivotally mounted between the standards or uprights 
11-12 on the other side of the frame work is a suitable 
door or closure 24. This door or closure is preferably 
hinged at its lower end, as at 24" shown more clearly in 
Fig. 2 of the drawings so that it may be tilted down into 
the position shown in Fig. 3 to permit the bundle being 
removed from the machine. When in its closed or up 
right position, the sides of the door or closure 24 will 
stand between the adjacent uprights or standards li 
12 extending for substantially the entire length thereof, 
and said door or closure may be held against displace 
ment in any desired or suitable manner, preferably by 
means of a bar or rod 25, which extends across the outer 
face of thc door or closure and rests in suitable brackets 
or supports 26 on the adjacent uprights or standards 
11-12. 
Journaled across the front of the frame, and in suit 

able brackets 27, which latter are preferably secured to 
the uprights Il is a shaft 28, and secured to this shaft for 
rotation therewith, preferably intermediate the ends 
thereof, is a double drum or pulley 29, which latter is 
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preferably provided with ratchet teeth 30 adapted to be tated to rotate the gear 45 and the shaft 46 when the 
engaged with a suitable pawl or dog 3 pivotally mount 
ed upon a suitable support, and said pawl or dog 3 is 
adapted to lock the shaft 28 against retrograde move 
ment. Loosely mounted upon the shaft 28 and adja 
cent each end of the drum or pulley 29 is a drum or 
pulley 32 which are preferably provided with a circum 
ferential groove 33, in the ends thereof adjacent the 
standards ll and secured to a suitable support such as 
the brackets 27, are clips 34, the ends of which are 
adapted to enter the respective groove 33 in the drum 
or pulley 32 to hold said drums or pulleys against longi 
tudinal movement on the shaft 28. These drums or 
pulleys 32 are each provided with ratchet teeth 35 
adapted to be engaged by suitable dogs or pawls 36 
pivotally mounted upon a suitable support and said 
dogs or pawls are adapted to lock the drums or pulleys 
32 against retrograde movement. 
The drums or pulleys 32 are each provided with 

ratchet faces 37, and said ratchets are located prefer 
ably adjacent the respective faces of the double drum 
or pulley 29. Slidingly mounted upon the shaft 28 and 
between the respective ends of the drum or pulley 29 
and the drum or pulley 32 is a clutch member 39 which 
is provided with ratchet teeth adapted to coöperate 
with the ratchet faces 37 of the respective drum or pull 
ley 32. These clutch members 39 are preferably keyed 
to the shaft 28 so as to rotate there with, and when the 
clutch members 39 are in the position shown in Figs. 2 
and 3 of the drawings, shaft 28 will rotate independent 
of the drums or pulleys 32, but when the clutch mem 
bers 39 are moved into such a position that the ratchet 
faces thereof will engage the respective ratchet faces 
37, the drums or pulleys 32 will be locked for rotation 
with the shaft 28. 
Any suitable means may be provided for shifting the 

clutch members 39, a suitable and efficient means for 
accomplishing this purpose comprising the Operating 
levers or handles 40 which are pivotally secured to a 
suitable support 41, and said operating levers 40 are 
preferably provided with yoke extremities 42 (see Fig. 
3 of the drawings) having projections 43 thereill adapted 
to enter suitable grooves 44 in the clutch members 39. 
Secured to one extremity of the shaft 28 is a suitable 

gear wheel 45, by means of which the shaft 28 may be 
rotated. 
A shaft 46 is mounted in suitable bearings 47, and 

secured to said shaft is a worm gear 48 and said worm 
gear is adapted to mesh with the teeth of the gear wheel 
45 as shown more clearly in Fig. 1 of the drawings. The 
end of the shaft 46 is preferably angular as at 49 and 
adapted to receive a suitable Wrench by means of which 
the shaft 46 may be rotated. The rotation of the shaft 
46 will impart motion to the worm gear 48 to rotate the 
gear 45 and the shaft 28. 
The shaft 46 is mounted in the bearings 47 for longi 

tudinal movement whereby the worm gear 48 may be 
bodily moved out of engagement with the gear wheel 45 
to the dotted position as shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings. 
A suitable pinion wheel 50 is journaled in suitable 

bearings adjacent the gear wheel 45, and said pinion 50 
is placed in such a position as to engage the gear 45. 
The extremity 51 of the axle of the pinion 50 is prefer 
ably angular in shape and adapted to receive a suitable 
wrench by means of which the pinion 50 may be ro 

their respective drum or pulley. 
cient means for accomplishing this purpose comprises 

worm gear 48 is moved out of engagement with the gear 
45 and into the position shown in Fig. I of the drawings 
for the purposes to be set forth. 
The double drum or pulley 29 is preferably located 

adjacent one extremity of the central members 17, and 
the drums or pulleys 32 are respectively located ad 

ijacent the corresponding extremities of the outer mem 
bers 17. Suitable flexible members 52, such as ropes 
or cables or the like are secured by one extremity to the 
drums or pulleys 32, and similar flexible members 53 
are secured by one extremity to the double drum or 
pulley 29. Any suitable means may be provided for 
securing the extremities of these flexible members to 

A suitable and effi 

an eye bolt 54 which is secured to the respective drum 
or pulley and the free extremities of the flexible mem 
bers are inserted in the eye of the respective-bolt and 
secured thereto. The body portions of these flexible 
members 52-53 are adapted to rest in the respective 
channel shaped members 17 and extend for the entire 
length thereof and beyond the outer extremities. Any 
suitable means may be provided for securing the free 
extremities of the flexible members. A suitable and 
efficient means for accomplishing this purpose com 
prises clamping members 55, one of which is secured ad 
jacent each of the membel's 17 and into which the ex 
tremity of the respective flexible member is adapted to 
be inserted. 

In operation the flexible member is placed within or 
threaded through the respective channel shaped mem 
ber 17, and its free end is inserted within the clamping 
member 55 as shown more clearly in Fig. 4 of the draw 
ings, and the flexible member being unwound from the 
respective drum or pulley, after which the side boards 
or members 23 are removed and the door or closure 24 
is placed in the position as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. With 
the flexible members in position the broom corn is 
placed upon the members 17 and in such a position that 
the butt ends thereof will rest against the member 20 
and the frame is filled with the broom corn to a depth 
substantially equal to the height of the member 20. 
After this portion of the broom corn has been straight 
ened by the operator, one of the members 23 may be 
placed in position by inserting the ends thereof in the 
grooves or channels 22 and allowing it to rest upon 
the upper edge of the member 20. When in position, 
more broom corn is placed in the frame work and the 
same operation is performed until the frame work has 
been substantially filled with broom corn, that is, 
until the broon corn reaches the upper edge of the up 
permost board or member 23. The machine being 
thus full of broom corn, the door or closure 24 may be 
closed and secured in its closed position. The extremi 
ties of the flexible members 52-53 are then removed 
from the clamping members 55 and the flexible men 
ber passes upwardly over the top of the broom corn, 
then down again in front of the pile of broom corn and 
is then threaded through the channel member 17, the 
formation of this member readily permitting the ex 
tremity of the flexible member to pass under the pile 
of broom corn. After the extremity of the flexible 
member has been passed under the pile of broom corn 
it is again placed in the clamping linember 55 and se 
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cured in position. Rotation may be then imparted 
to the shaft 46. If the worm gear 48 thereon is in the 
position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1, the shaft 
may be pushed forward until the worm engages the 
gear 45 and when in engagement with silict gear, as 
shown in full lines in Fig. 1, the continued rotation of 
this shaft will, through the medium of the gear 45, in 
part rotation to the shaft 2S. The drums or pulleys 32 
being locked for rotation with the shaft, said drums 
together with the double drum or pulley 29 will also 
rotate with the shaft 28 to wind the end of the respective 
cable upon the drum, which will draw the flexible 

pressing it into a shock, or bundle. 
If it is desired to impart a rapid rotation to the gear 

45 to quickly compress the bron corn at first, rotation 
may be imparted to the pinion wheel 50 instead of to 
the shaft, 46, and if the power is applied by this means, 
the shaft may be rotated until the buncle is nearly 
compressed, after which power may be applied to the 

Owing to the arrangement of the stalks or branches of 
the broom corn, the ends thereof will be compressed 
more rapidly than the central portion, and if suiti 
cient pressure is exerted upon the ends of the bundle 
or shock to compress the central portion thereof to the 
desired density, the flexible members 52-53 would 
tend to cut or break the stalks. In order t() () Vercou (: 
this objection and to apply additional pressure to the 
thickest portion of the shock or bundle, the drums or 
pulleys 32 may be unlocked from the shaft 28 by means 
of the operating levers 40 and the ends of the bundle 
will be held under the desired tension by means of 
the dogs or pawls 36. When these drums or pulley's 32 
have been thus released, the shaft 28 may be further 
rotated by means of the shaft 46, and as the double 
drum or pulley 29 is secured for rotation with the sla?t, 
the flexible member 53 will be further wounct upon 
the drum or pulley 29 and will compress the central 
portion of the shock or bundle to the desired density 
and when properly compressed so that the bundle will 
be substantially of the same diameter throughout its 
length, the tension may be retained upon the said cen 
tral portion by means of the dog or pawl 3I. Thus it 
will be seen that with this improved construction of 
machine a greater compression may be applied to the 
thickest portion of the bundle or shock without neces 
sarily increasing the compression upon the other parts. 
After the bundle has been thus compressed, the bille 
ties may be applied and secured thereto in any desired 
or suitable manner. A suitable and efficient manner 
of applying these bale ties is to thread or pass one ex 
tremity of the bale tie or band through the channel 
member 17, and passing same around the bull cle or 
shock, to bring their ends in engagement so that they 
may be' twisted or otherwise secured. After being 
thus secured, the flexible members 52-53 lay be re 
leased from the clamping in einbers 55, the door or clo 
sure 24 turned down to the position shown in ligs. 2 
and 3, and the bundle or shock removed froin the ma 
chime. 

If desired, suitable bars or rods may be disposed be 
tween the uprights II and uprights 12 with their ex 
tremities engaging the base 10 alld the respective cross 
bars 13-14, to serve the purpose of preventing the 

body portion of the stalks from passing through the 
front, and rear of the frame. 

In order that the invention night be fully under 
stood by those skilled in the art, the details of the fore 
going ell bodiment thereof have been thus specifically 
described, but 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by Iletters 

Patent is:- 
l. The combination of a support upon which the ima 

t('riai to be compressed is placed, a plurality of compres 
sit in llllll) 1's, ill calls for causing said members to simul 
till letsy (co)ress the natirill illn incans for causing 
()) ()? sit it mealers to further compress the material in 
tle) elli intly of the otle' inneilloc'. 

2. The comillation of a support, upon which the mil 
telial to be coin) ressed is laced, a plurality of compres 
sill intelliet's, means for simultaneously adjusting the 
inclubers to collapress the laterial, means for retaining 
tlle inclu) 1's in their adjust ('ot position to ill; it in le 
lit 1'ili Inti' (la) '('ssi: , ; ind icians for ei'i itting in 

inde it indent adjust unmi. of elle of the milliers to further 
collll) l'ess lite it: tetrial at the point :ldjacent silic member. 

... I'll chillion of ill supporting their to a wlich 
ll: it late 'ill () ie in 'ess is lucu (i. : )ll: lily (). 
Ti(xi). Cotil)'ssion the 11) locis, 11); is fol' simula into its ly 
('Xel'ting a tension upon all of said members to compress 
tilt alterill, line is Col' 11 li intaining stic tension, all (l 
lili; is for ille) till intly (Nerting a tellsion it): () of 
(ht 111 l) 1's to ful' ther coli'ess the ulti: a clin cent 
sini ( )(1)(i'. 

-. The connlil: it of a stillo 'Ling ln('ll) el liltil with 
the Illiterial to be coln'essed is placed, a plurality of 

si() in tie inli) ('i's, 111 ells for seculi'ily (re ent 
siliol in 11 cl's, the body (lition of suit inters su 1 

() tilting the Illiterial, no wall ( meinle's operatively re 
litted to the Tree ends of the flexible members, incans for 
sil all tille' (lisly it tilisting (ll inteller's () ( x 1't it (ansity 
lipin all of tile flexible utenbers to coin press the material, 
line; ins or st' culiusg sail incy \'llic lanc)('1's in t(i1 ill.jlist ((l 
) {}sitions to lilill t in the flexible ultin)t's little i' tellsion ill 
itle inns will'iy () of silic innulle's mily le furth (1 :(l- 
it is tect to increase tie tension of Llle I's) clve flexible 
incllll) e i to utile colli press tile adjacent port ill (f the 
1) littl'i:ll. 

5. "I'll connlin: lion of it support upon willic:ll the nil 
'ill to be coluntessel is place (l, ; plul'lity () f ( xiite 

collll) "essio l l Inlet al) el's a cl: 1) ted to sui'1'( tulld the unatelial, 
ilaeans for secutring one end of the meabers, a plurality 
() di'llins to which the Ti' ( Cnts of the ineml)el's : 'e l'e- 
spectively secured, uneans for similitaneously rotating the 
(it'llins to Willd the Illeril) is till (re on to xel't l (ension 
on silid unemiers to compress the material, incans for 
reveil tills 'ct loss I'll no will (ilt of the d1'uns, it ind illeans 

Wii ( "cly one of slid (II'llians Illity le rotated in the la (lently 
of Lin' I'lll: in ing lilt is to (N(it il full’llel' tension upon tle 
1'es)(ctive flexible uleil) el'. 

(5. The coln) inition of a support upon which the nail 
L (liil to be coin) l'essed is laced, a plurality of flexible 
coil pression intelluloe's surrounding the material, means for 
st Cli'il)g one of the ends of the membel's, a plurality of 
(ii'l ills toll which ille Tre crics of the Intelle's are re 
sectively Wound, nieills Tol () cling the lilms together, 
Ill':lins fol' situllll tillously 1' tilting the drutus to coal) ress 
tlle Illa telli: , lilei is to 1 li no cling the clums to perinit 
()ile of silict (littlans to be in lependently rotted, und means 
To l'eventing retrogll de loveillent of Line dullas. 

7. Tlle collabination of ill support upon which the ma 
('ill to le collll) "essel is placed, it plurality of flexible 

Coll) l't'ssion illet}}}t 1's surrounding the material, means for 
securing one end of the line tubers, it shaft, it drum se 
cured for 1') tiltion with the slait, a drum naounted loosely 
tly oil t ( shitt. 1neans for locking the last said drum for 
1'()tation with the shaft, means for imparting a differential 
sited to the sl:lft, to rotate tile drums to wind the flexille 
Ill Clubel's thereon, linells for releasing one of the drums 
to permit the other drum to be rotated independently 
tlete of all l l (lins fol' ) '('vulting (tog1'lcie innovellent of 
the ('lilis. 
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S. The combination of a support upon which the ma 
telial to be coln lessed is placed, a plurality of fiexible 
compressio in membel's surrounding the material, means for 
seculing one end of the members, a shaft, a drum secured 

5 for rotation with the shaft, a drum mounted loosely upon 
tlle shaft, means fol' iocling the as said cli'kill fol' l'otill 
tion with the slaft. naeans fol' inaparting a diffi'ential 
sced to the shaft, to l'otate the duals to wind tie flexible 
monel's iller'eon, neans for releasing one of the dinns 

0 to crimit the othel d'ln to be rotated independently 
thereof. and pawl and ratellet incchallisin oileratively re 
iated to the drills fol' )' eyelating litrograde novellent of 
the drums. 

$). The coinnlination of : su}) o't ul) on which tile mil 
15 terial to be compressed is placed, a plurality of lexible 

con) l'ession incial) (l's sul!')" (lth diing the lll: tel'in. In las () I' 
securing one end of the metallels, a shaft, a dull scicilled 
fo' irotation with the slit, a dilum also (ostly lan() listed 
on tile shaft, mans for locking the last said drum for 

20 lot ition with the shaft, : geal wheel foll rotating to shaft 
to wind the flexible members on tileir respective d'uns, 
a pinion goal linesling with the fil'st slid ge: 1 to illi): 't 
motion to the shaft, a worm gear also mesling with the 
gear to impart in slower motion to the shaft. means for 

25 preventing retrograde movement of the drums, and means 
for unlocking the loose drum to permit tle otler drum to 
le rotated independently thei'coi. 

1(). The combination of a slip Ol't u) (in which the Inite 
rial to be cempressed is placed, a plurality of flexible com 

30 pression men bel's surrounding the matelial, meals for st 
gui'ing one end of file 1)ncill}{1's, a shaft, a drum secured fol' 
rotation with the shaft, l (il'lla also loos (l's liolilted oil 
tlle silaft, incans fol lockily the last said dilill foll rotation 
with the shaft, a geal wheel for rotating tiny shaft to wind 
the flexile melnier's on their l'espective (Illins, a pinion 
gear ineshing witl the filst slid goal to inn; it motion to 
the shaft, a worm gear also meshing with the gear to in 

35 

part a different motion to the shaft, means fol' i' eventing . 
retlog 'ade movement of the d'ulus, and mo:lins fol' unlock 

40 ing the loose drum to permit the other drum to be rotated 
independently thereof, the said worn geal icing adapted 
to be moved out of engagement with the geal to permit the 
latter to be rotated by the pinion geal'. 

11. The combination of a slipport upon which the matc 
45 rial to be compressed is placed, flexible compression men 

bers surrounding the material, means for securing one end 
of the Illelmhol's, a sla?t, a fast and a loose bulley thereon, 
upon which the respective flexible members are adapted to 
be wound, means for locking the oose pulley for rotation 

869,858 
with the shaft, means for preventing retrograde movement 
of the druins, a gell' wheel on the slalft, a Wollin gear mesh 
ing with the gear wheel to rotate the shaft, said worm gear 
being a dil) ted to be moved into and out of engagement 
witl the gear wileel, imeans for rotating the geal wheel at 
a diffei'ent speed sylhen the Worm gear is out of engagement 
tlele with. all ( means for releasing one of the drums to 
el' inlit ole di'i in to be l'otated independently of the other 

(lium to cause a ful' their compression by the respective colm 
) lession the incl. 

12. The combination of a support upon which the mate 
l'ial to be coln) lessed is placed, said support comprising a 
stationary meinhei'', a flexible colmpression member adapted 
to be passed around the material, a guide for directing the 
flexible inciali) (1 intler le material. 1)ncans fol' securing one 
(i) di of the coln'ssion member, mills fol' drawing upon 
the free end of the flexible member to cause the same to 
(:)il)'ess the natolia, lild means for Ilaintaining the Ima 
t{rial linder collll'ssion. - 

13. The conyl)ination of a frame including a support 
upon which the material to be compressed is placed, said 
su) (It comprising spaced channeled members, a flexible 
line inler witlin each of the channels and extending beyond 
the ends thereof, said mem) (l's oeing a clai)ted to be passed 
arolind the material, incalls for securing one end of the 
non))) l's, nealls fol' simultaneously drawing upon the free 
end of the flexible membel's to cause the same to conpress 
the matelial, means for maintaining the material under 
coin pression, and means fol' increasing the compression of 
one of said nomics indebondent of the othel membel'. 

14. The combination of a flame including a support 
li) on which the mittelia to be coin) l'essed is placed, said 
support comprising spilced channel members, a flexible 
inlein) (it within each of the channels and extending beyond 
the end thereof, said membel's being adapted to be passed 
: "ound tile natorial so that the ends the leof will cross, 
alcans fol' simultanceously separating the ends of all of the 
remiers to 'cit () tollsion tholeon to compress the late 
'il. in eins for mail tilining the material under comples 
si{1}, andl lineans fol' independently inclcasing the tension 
of one of said inclulbel's to ful titler compless the adjacent 
) Ol'tion of the natelia. 
In testimony villeleof I have signed my name to this 

spec ticia, in the pi'esence of two subscribing witnesses, 
on this 19th day of NIarch A. D. 1907. 

J. E. IFOLEY. 
Witnesses : 

FRANCIs A. HoPRTNs, 
CIIAS. H. SEEA. 
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